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V the volume of the smaller lump, and 5 an elemental
diminution of V; then /u3v is the volume of the larger, and /n2S
its corresponding elemental diminution. Therefore the ratio of
the volumes after variation is /u3v-m;8 = Lj?(filv-5). VS yuV-78-
and this ratio is greater than fj.3, since nY--S p.V--nt. Therefore
the volumes tend to greater inequality. In the same manner it
may be shown generally, that if nx and x be two variable
magnitudes (/il 1), and h and k small increments of nx and.; then
if A and k are both positive, the magnitudes nx and x are tending
to equality or to greater inequality according as-is greater or
less than p. 4036. (Proposed by the Editor.)--Let p., p2, ps, Ri, R2,
R3 be the radii of the circles drawn in and about the three
triangles cut off from the...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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